SciFinder®’s Keep Me Posted feature lets you quickly and easily set up alerts for references or substances of interest.

Whenever the Create Keep Me Posted icon in the upper left of the SciFinder window is active, you can set up an alert based on the initial query for the current Explore task or on an answer set generated using a Refine operation.

Reference Alerts

1. When references are displayed, click the Create Keep Me Posted icon in the upper left.

Notes:

- SciFinder applies all of the "smarts" that it normally applies to Explore tasks, e.g., synonyms, company name dictionary, author name variations.
- The initial query is included as well as any refinement of the original answer set. Analysis operations are not included.
2. Enter a title for your current-awareness alert. Enter a description, if desired. Select the date when you would like the profile to expire. The default is 1 year from the creation date. Click **Create**.

3. To review your current-awareness profiles and results, click **Keep Me Posted Results** in the top right-hand corner of the SciFinder window.
Substance Alerts

1. When substances are displayed, click the Create Keep Me Posted icon in the upper left.
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Notes:
- Only the initial query is included; additional steps are not.
- Stereo, Precision, and Similarity candidates are not included.

2. Enter a title for your current-awareness alert. Enter a description, if desired. Select the date when you would like the profile to expire. The default is 1 year from the creation date.
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Click Create.
3. To review your current-awareness profiles and results, click **Keep Me Posted Results** in the top right-hand corner of the SciFinder window.